QUICK REFERENCE CARD

ALIGNMENT:
•
Major Powers of the same Alliance become Aligned
when at war with the same Major Power.
•
Minor Nations Align if attacked or per their in-game
Alignment conditions.

SUPPLY PATHS
SUPPLY PATH:
•
A Path to or from a major factory in a nation’s Home
Country across railroads when crossing land, and from
Naval Base to Naval Base when crossing sea zones.
(1.5)
LEND LEASE PATH:
•
A supply path from the lender’s Major Factory to the
receiving player’s Home Country. (11.4)

TERRAIN MODIFIERS

V3.1

• Mountains (1.8):
-1 to Attacking land units. All land
units (except cavalry) have their
movement reduced to 1. No blitz.
• Rivers (1.12):
-1 to all Attacking land units
except Marines and Artillery-class
units on the first round of combat.
• Cities (1.16):
Unless surrounded, all Infantryclass units get +1 defense and
target selection.
• Jungles (1.10):
-2 to Attacking/Defending vehicleclass units. All land units have
their movement reduced to 1. No
blitz. Carpet Bombing is reduced
by 2 dice.
• Marshes (1.11):
-2 to Attacking/Defending vehicleclass units. All land units have
their movement reduced to 1. No
blitz.
• Border Terrain (page 8):
Modifiers applicable to one
combat round only.

STRATEGIC
RAIL
MOVEMENT
4

Europe, North
America

2

USSR

1

All others

AXIS

CONTROL:
•
Control is the decision making ability a player has
over a Non-Aligned Minor Power.

• Nations Align with the Axis if the
Allies or USSR attacks them.
• Nations come under Axis Control
if they are attacked by the Allies or
USSR but the attacking power is
not at war with the Axis.

ALLIES

NEUTRALITY:
•
Major Powers are neutral until at war with another
Major Power.
•
Minor Powers are neutral until Aligned to a Major
Power.

ALIGNMENT & CONTROL

• Nations Align with the Allies if the
Axis attacks them.
• Nations come under Allied Control
if they are attacked by the Axis,
but the attacking power is not at
war with the Allies.

COMMINTERN

NATIONAL RELATIONS (TABLE 4-3)

• Nations that Align to the USSR are
Mongolia and Republican Spain.
• Republican Spain and Mongolia
come under USSR Control if they
are attacked but the USSR is not
at war with the attacker.

SPECIAL TERMS
• First Strike: On the first round of combat,
units with “First Strike” roll their attacks
before other units. Those casualties are
removed without returning fire. If units on
both sides have First Strike, those units all
fire at the same time.
• Pairing: Some units have an ability
to pair with other units. Usually this is
listed as a ratio: for example mechanized
infantry can move with a blitzing armor
when paired on a 1:1 basis (1 armor: 1
mechanized).
• Air Superiority: On the first round of
combat, hits caused by fighters must be
assigned to aircraft if possible.
• Target Selection: Some units have
a Target Selection feature that allows
them to choose which casualties the
opposing player removes/damages.
Target Selection is given as a dice range
(1-2, 1-3 etc…) & target type (Example:
vehicle class units.)
• Blitz: Medium & Heavy Armor may blitz.
Mechanized infantry, Fighters and Tactical
Bombers can pair on a 1:1 basis with
armor. Fighters and Tactical Bombers
must have remaining movement to return
to a Friendly landing spot afterwards.
(Table 9-3)
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QUICK REFERENCE CARD
LAND COMBAT
SEQUENCE (TABLE 9-2)

NAVAL COMBAT SEQUENCE (TABLE 9-4)
1. First Strike: Attacking and Defending units with First Strike roll first.
Casualties are immediately removed from the Battle Board.
2. Air Superiority: If there are units with Air Superiority present on either
side, casualties from these units must be taken from other aircraft (if
possible).
3. Attacker rolls for all Attacking units. Attacking Units that roll their target
selection range can select which unit the Defender takes as a casualty.
4. Defender selects casualties and moves them to the side (they get to
Defend).
5. Defender rolls for all Defending units: once Defending units that were
taken as casualties make their roll, remove them from the battle board.
Defending Units that roll their target selection number or less can select
which unit the Attacker must take as casualty.
6. Attacker selects and removes casualties from the Battle Board.
7. Retreat: Attacker has the option to retreat if possible. Defending
Submarines not used in point 5 above may submerge/retreat.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 until the battle is over.

1. First Strike: Attacking and
Defending units with First Strike roll
first. Casualties are immediately
removed from the Battle Board.
2. Air Superiority: If there are
Fighters or Jet Fighters present on
either side, casualties from these
units must be taken from other
aircraft (if possible).
3. Attacker rolls for all Attacking units.
Attacking Units that roll their target
selection number or less can select
which unit the Defender chooses as
a casualty.
4. Defender selects casualties and
moves them to the side (they get to
Defend)
5. Defender rolls for all Defending
units: once Defending units that
were taken as casualties make their
roll, remove them from the battle
board. Defending Units that roll their
target selection number or less can
select which unit the Attacker must
choose as casualty.
6. Attacker selects and removes
casualties from the Battle Board.
7. Retreat: Attacker has the option to
retreat if possible.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 until the battle is
over.

AMPHIBIOUS COMBAT (9.8)
1. Attacker must divide forces between naval battle and amphibious force if
opposing naval units are present.
2. Naval battle is fully resolved first. If attacker loses amphibious force it
must retreat.
3. Defending coastal artillery and shore bombarding ships roll. Casualties
are removed
4. First round of combat: Only infantry units can attack. Attacker suffers
double casualties for each hit unless the unit removed is a Marine unit. If
all attackers are eliminated attack is over.
5. Subsequent round other units on transports join battle, proceed as regular
land combat as if it were round 2.
No retreats are allowed.
Light Cruiser
1

Blitz: Units that can participate in a Blitz
can now continue and initiate an Attack in
an adjacent land zone.

Heavy Cruiser
Battlecruiser
Coastal Defense Ship

ASSAULT (9.15)

Battleship / Fast Battleship

1. Airborne Infantry are delivered to combat by strategic bomber or air
transport. If transport is chosen as casualty in round 1 airborne are
also destroyed.
2. Airborne Infantry cannot retreat.

CONVOY RAIDING (9.8)
Raider Modifiers
+0
+1

Mine Warfare (Submarine, Heavy
Cruiser, Seaplane)
Coastal Submarine, ConvoyRaiding Aircraft (Tactical Bomber,
Medium Bomber, Seaplane)

Convoy Modifiers
+1

per escorting surface warship
in the sea zone

+2

if aircraft is on Maritime Air
Patrol in the sea zone

+2

Submarine

+2

If having Radar Technology

+4

Advanced Submarine

+1

If having Advanced ASW
Technology

Heavy Battleship

2
3
3
4
5

SUBMARINES (TABLE 9-10)
• Submarines may not be Attacked
unless the Attacker has an aircraft on
Maritime Air Patrol.
• Submarines have First Strike unless
the Enemy has a Destroyer present.
• May submerge instead of making their
next Attack/Defense roll
• Submarines may never cause a hit to
aircraft.
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QUICK REFERENCE CARD
STRATEGIC BOMBING (TABLE 9-9)
Strategic Bombing Sequence
1. The Attacker decides if he wants to send escorting
Fighters
2. The Defender decides if he wants to scramble Fighters.
3. If Defender has scrambled Defending Fighters, there
is one round of interception combat where all aircraft
participate at reduced values. Any casualties are removed
at the end of the Interception combat.
4. Any surviving bombers continue to their target and roll for
Strategic Damage.
5. Defender rolls for inherent Facility Anti-Aircraft Artillery.
One die per bomber, up to an unlimited number (not up to
3 like a normal AA unit).
6. Damage is marked and eliminated bombers removed.
7. The Attacker lands his aircraft in the Non-Combat Phase.

Interception Combat Values:
5

Jet Fighters

3

Fighters

1

Strategic Bombers

2

Heavy Strategic Bombers

Damage:
Roll

Attacking bombers damage facilities as follows:

1D6

Medium Bombers: 1D6 damage

2D6

Strategic Bombers: 2D6 damage

3D6

Heavy Strategic Bombers: 3D6 damage

VARIABLE ENDING (D12 ROLL)
•
•
•
•
•

July 1944: 1
January 1945: 1-2
July 1945: 1-3
January 1946: 1-4
Each turn after: 1-5

+1 per Major
Power capital
that is occupied
by any Major
Power.
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